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Abstract. This paper introduces a logic for a class of properties - in

particular variable aliasing - used in static analysis of logic programs.
The logic is shown to be sound, complete and decidable. Moreover, it is
illustrated how this logic can be applied to automatize some parts of the
reasoning when proving the partial correctness of a logic program.

1 Introduction
A number of properties of substitutions have been identi ed as crucial when
analyzing the run-time behaviour of logic programs. They involve groundness
and aliasing: for a substitution , a variable x is said to be ground if x does
not contain variables; x and y are said to share, or to be aliasing if x and y have
at least a variable in common. These properties are relevant in static analysis
of logic programs. For instance, detection of groundness of certain variables of
the program at run-time allows to improve eciency, by using matching instead
of uni cation. Also, if the arguments of two atoms at run-time do not share any
variable, then they may be executed in parallel.
Various assertional methods to prove the correctness and termination of a
logic program incorporate these properties in the assertion language ([DM88],
[CM91]; see [AM94] for an overview and comparison of various assertional methods). These properties play an even more fundamental role in abstract interpretation of logic programs, where they are used to compute approximations of the
set of all possible substitutions which can occur at each step of the execution
of the program. The abstract interpretation approach, developed in [CC77] for
data- ow analysis of imperative programs, has been successfully applied to logic
programs (see [AH87] for a brief introduction to the major stages in the development of the eld; see [CC92] for a survey on its applications to logic programs).
Since both the problems of groundness and of sharing among program variables
at run-time is undecidable, it remains a hard problem to nd an abstract interpretation framework for the study of aliasing that is ecient and that provides
an accurate analysis.
We introduce a logic where the relation symbols var, ground and share are
used to express the basic properties we intend to study and the logical operators
^ and : are used to express composite properties. Then the semantics of the
resulting assertions consists of a set of substitutions, where ^ and : are interpreted as set-theoretic intersection and complementation; the atoms var (t) and
ground (t) are interpreted as the set of substitutions which map the term t to a
variable and a ground term, respectively; nally the semantics of share (t1 ; : : : ; tn )

is the set of substitutions which map the terms t1 ; : : : ; tn to terms sharing some
variable. A system of inference rules (used as rewrite rules) is introduced which
allows the de nition of a terminating procedure which decides truth (hence satis ability) of assertions in the logic. As an example, we illustrate how this
procedure can be applied to mechanize some parts of the reasoning when proving the partial correctness of a logic program.
In [CM92] uni cation in logic programming is characterized by means of
a predicate transformer, where also the assertions of our logic are considered.
Moreover, a number of rules occurring in the present paper (viz. the singleton
rules of Table 1) are there implicitly used to simplify the form of an assertion.
However, the problem of nding a complete axiomatization of these properties
is not investigated.
A formalization of groundness by means of a propositional logic has been
given in [MS89]. The propositional logic is used as an abstract domain, to analyze
variable groundness in logic programs. That logic has further been studied in
[CFW91]. However, to the best of our knowledge our contribution is the rst
rigorous study of those properties of substitutions expressed by groundness, var
and aliasing together with their relationship.

2 A Logic for Properties of Substitutions
Syntax
We shall consider terms containing variables. Formally, consider a countable set
V ar of variables. Let Fun be a set of functors with rank, containing a set Const
of constants consisting of the functors with rank zero. The class Term of terms is
the smallest set T containing Const [ V ar and with the property that if t1 ; : : : ; tn
are in T and f 2 Fun has rank n then f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) is in T . Then a substitution 
is a map from V ar to Term such that its domain dom () = fx 2 V ar j x 6= xg
is nite. The de nition of substitution is extended in the standard way to terms
in Term, where for a substitution  and a term t the term t is obtained by
simultaneously replacing every variable x of t by the term x. Moreover for a
set S of terms and for a substitution  we denote by S the set ft j t 2 S g.
The set of substitutions is denoted by Subst.
For a syntactic expression o, Var (o) denotes the set of variables occurring
in o. Variables are denoted by v; x; y; z . Functors are indicated by f , g and constants by a, b, c. Terms are denoted by the letters r, s, t. The capital letter S is
used to denote a nite set of terms, while jS j indicates the cardinality of S .
Properties are expressed by means of formulas called assertions.

De nition 1. (Assertions) The set A of assertions is the smallest set A of
formulas containing the atoms var (t), ground (t) for all terms t in Term, and
share(S ) for all sets S of terms in Term, and with the property that if  is in
A then : is in A, and if  and are in A then  ^ is in A.

The notation  _ is used as a shorthand for :(: ^ : ). Atoms and their
negation form the class of literals, where a literal is denoted by L.

Semantics
An assertion  is interpreted as a set [ ] of substitutions. Logical connectives
are interpreted set-theoretically in such a way that set intersection and union
correspond to ^ and _, respectively, while complementation (w.r.t. Subst) corresponds to :. Atoms are interpreted as follows: var (t) is the set of substitutions
which map t to a variable, ground(t) is the set of substitutions which map t to a
term containing no variables, and share(ft1 ; : : : ; tn g) is the set of substitutions
which map t1 ; : : : ; tn to terms containing at least one common variable.

De nition 2. (Semantics)
[ var (t)]] = f 2 Subst j t 2 V arg;
[ ground(t)]] = f 2 Subst j Var (t) = ;g;
T
[ share(fs ; : : : ; sn g)]] = f 2 Subst j ni Var (si ) 6= ;g;
[  ^ ] = [ ] \ [ ] ;
[ :] = Subst ? [ ] .
1

=1
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If [ ] = Subst then  is said to be true; if there exists  s.t.  2 [ ] then
 is said to be satis able. Two assertions  and are said to be equivalent if
[ ] = [ ] . Notice that share(ftg) is equivalent to :ground(t). Therefore we
will assume in the following that only atoms of the form share(S ), with jS j  2

occur in an assertion. Moreover it is convenient to introduce the propositional
constants true and false where [ true ] = Subst and [ false ] = ;.
Assertions satisfy the classical replacement theorem.
Theorem3.
Let be a sub-assertion of an assertion . Suppose that is equivalent to 0 . Let 0 be the assertion obtained replacing zero or more occurrences
of in  by the assertion 0 . Then  is equivalent to 0 .
Proof. Easy, by induction on the number of connectives occurring in . 2

3 Axiomatization
In this section, a system of axioms and inference rules is introduced, where all the
rules are of a particular simple form  , where  and are assertions in A. The
meaning of a rule is that  and are equivalent. Equivalence is required because
rules will be used as rewrite rules: will be replaced by . We shall apply then
rules also to formulas that occur as subformulas of a larger formula. This will

still preserve equivalence because of Theorem 3. For instance, the application of
the rule  to the formula _ : produces the formula  _ :.
The system is used to de ne, in the following section, a terminating procedure
which reduces an assertion  to true if and only if  is true.
The following collection of general rules will be used to simplify the form of
assertions.

G1 true G2 : false G3  _ : G4  _ true
G5  __  G6  _ false G7  ^true G8  _ 
We consider two other collections of rules, given in Tables 1 and 2: the singleton rules which describe the semantics of an atom by investigating the structure
of its arguments and the combination rules which describe the semantics of disjunctions of literals.
Notice that,
W in the singleton
V rules, k is greater or equal than 0. Moreover if
k = 0 then i2[1;k] i and i2[1;k] i should be read as false and true , respectively. Moreover, in the combination rules S , S1 and S2 denote sets of variables.

S1 var (f (sfalse
; : : : ; sk ))
^

1

ground(si )

i2 ;k
S2 ground
(f (s ; : : : ; sk ))
[1

]

_

i2[1;k]

1

share(S [ fsi g)

S3 share(S [ ff (s ; : : : ; sk )g)
1

Table 1. Singleton Rules
Theorem4. General rules, singleton rules and combination rules are equivalences.

Proof.
For the general rules the result follows direct from De nition 2. For a

rule

we have to show that a substitution is in [ ] if and only if it is in [ ] ;

C1 :ground (x) _ :var (x)
(x)
C2 ground:(var
x) _ :var (x)
:ground (x)
C3 :ground
(x) _ var (x)
(x)
C4 :ground (:xground
) _ share (S [ fxg)
C5 :ground (x) _ :share (S [ fxg)
(S [ fxg)
C6 ground:(share
x) _ :share (S [ fxg)
(x) _ :share (S [ S [ fxg)
C7 :var (x):_var:share
(S [ fxg) _ :share (S [ fxg)
C8 share (S ) _ :share (S [ S )
1

2

1

1

2

1

2

Table 2. Combination Rules
for an axiom  we have to show that every substitution is in [ ] . Let be an
arbitrary substitution. Notice that
Var (f (s1 ; : : : ; sk ) ) =

k
[
i=1

Var (si ):

(1)

S1: f (s ; : : : ; sk ) is not in V ar.
S2: From (1) it follows that Var (f (s ; : : : ; sk ) ) = ; if and only if Var (si ) = ;
for i 2 [1; k].
T
S3: From
T (1) it follows that s2S Var (s ) \ Var (f (s ; : : : ; sk ) ) 6= ; if and only
if s2S Var (s ) \ Var (si ) =
6 ; for some i 2 [1; k].
C2: 2 [ ground(x)]] implies Var (x ) = ; which implies 2 [ :var (x)]].
C6: 2 [ ground(x)]] implies Var (x ) = ; which implies 2 [ :share(S [ fxg)]].
C7:TIf x 62 V ar thenTthe result follows immediate; if x 2 V arT then Var (x ) \
y2S1TVar (y ) \ z2S2 Var (z ) = ; if and only if x 62 y2S1 Var (y ) or
x 62T z2S2 Var (z ).
C8:TIf y2S1 Var (y ) =6 ; then 2 [ share(S )]]; if Ty2S1 Var (y ) = ; then
y2S1 [S2 Var (y ) = ; which implies 2 [ :share(S [ S )]].
1

1

1

1

1

2

Moreover it is easy to check that rules C1 and C3 can be derived from rule C2
by straightforward set operations. Analogously, rules C4 and C5 can be derived
from rule C6. These rules are useful in the following section.

2

4 Soundness, Completeness and Decidability of the Logic
The system of rules introduced in the previous section allows to de ne a terminating procedure which applied to an assertion  yields true if and only if  is
true. For technical reasons, it is convenient to have only one axiom, namely (G1):
thus every other axiom  is translated into the rule true
 . First, the singleton
rules are used to reduce  to a form called at form; next the conjunctive normal
form 1 ^ : : : ^ n is computed; nally every conjunct i is reduced to a normal
form by means of the combination rules and the general rules and the outcome
true is given if and only if the resulting conjuncts are equal to true .

4.1 Flat Form and Normal Form
De nition 5. (Flat Form) An assertion is in at form if it does not contain
any functors.

For example the assertion share (ff (x); yg) ^ var (x) is not in at form (because the term f (x) contains a functor) while the assertion :var (x)_(ground (x)^
share (fy; z g)) is in at form.
The (proof of the) following lemma provides an algorithm to transform an assertion in at form.
The following function size is used to prove that the algorithm terminates:
size maps a term s to the natural number n, and is de ned as follows:

size(s) = 11 + Pn size(s ) ifif ss 2= Vf (ars ; : : : ; s ), n  0,
i
1
n
i=1

P

where 0i=1 size(si) is assumed to be equal to 0.
Lemma6.  is equivalent to an assertion in at form.
Proof. The at form of  is obtained by applying repeatedly the singleton rules
to every atom occurring in . The process terminates because the quantity

if  2 ffalse ; true g
m() = 0P size(s) otherwise,
s2S
where S is the union of the arguments of the literals which occur in  (thus
counting multiple occurrences of terms only once; here an argument which is
a term, say t, is identi ed with the singleton set ftg) decreases when a rule
is applied to . It follows from Theorem 4 and Theorem 3 that the resulting
assertion is equivalent to .
2

Notice that from the proof of the previous lemma it follows that the at form
of an assertion computed using the singleton rules is unique modulo the order
in which the literals occur in the assertion.
We introduce now the class of assertions in normal form.

De nition 7. W(Normal
Form) An assertion  is in normal form if  is in at
form and  = ni Li , n  1 such that either  is a propositional constant or 
does not contain any propositional constant, Li =
6 Lj for i =6 j and the following
=1

conditions hold:

(a) if Li = :ground(x) for some i 2 [1; n] then x 62 Var (Lj ) for every j 6= i;
(b) if Li = ground(x) for some i 2 [1; n] then every other literal containing x
is either equal to var (x) or it is of the form share (S [ fxg);
(c) if Li = :var (x) for some i 2 [1; n] then every other literal containing x
is of the form share (S [ fxg) and at most one of them is of the form
:share (S [ fxg) ( denotes : or a blank);
(d) if Li = share
(S ) for some i 2 [1; n] then for every other literal of the form
: share(S 0 ) we have that S 6 S 0 .
For example the assertion :ground (x) _ var (x) is not in normal form (because
condition (a) of the de nition is not satis ed), the assertion share (fx; yg) _
:share (fx; y; z g) is not in normal form (because condition (d) of the de nition is
not satis ed) while the assertion :ground (x) _ ground (y) _ var (y) _ share (fy; z g)
is in normal form.
The (proof of the) following lemma provides an algorithm to transform into
normal form any assertion in at form consisting of a disjunction of literals.

Lemma8. Let  = Wi2

[1;n] Li . Suppose that  is in at form. Then  is equivalent to an assertion in normal form.

Proof. The normal form of  is obtained as follows. For every variable x con-

tained in  the disjunction of literals of  containing x is considered and the
combination rules are applied, using the general rules when applicable and using
rule (G5) only a nite number of times. Notice that all the rules preserve the
at form. The result will be either a propositional constant, by application of
rules (G2), (G3), (G4), (G5), (G6), (C1), (C5) and (C8); otherwise the result
will not contain any propositional constant, by application of rules (G5) and
(G6): moreover it will satisfy (a) by application of rules (C1), (C3), (C4), (C5)
and (G3), (G5) and (G8); it will satisfy (b) by application of rules (C2), (C6)
and (G3), (G5) and (G8); it will satisfy (c) by application of rules (C1), (C2),
(C7) and (G3),(G5) and (G8); nally it will satisfy (d) by application of the
rules (G5) and (C8).
The process terminates because by assumption rule (G5) is applied only
nitely many times, and the application of every other rule decreases the number
of connectives of the assertion. Finally, Theorem 4 and Theorem 3 imply that
the resulting assertion is equivalent to .
2

Notice that from the proof of the previous lemma it follows that the normal
form of an assertion consisting of a disjunction of literals, computed using the
general rules and the combination rules, is unique modulo the order in which
the literals occur in the assertion.
The following example illustrates the application of the axiomatization.
Example 1. Consider the assertion :
var (f (w)) _ ground (x) _ :share (fx; yg) _ :share (fy; z g) _ :share (fz; wg)_
share (fx; g(a; y); z g):
1. Application of rule (S1) to var (f (w)) yields
false _ ground (x) _ :share (fx; yg) _ :share (fy; z g) _ :share (fz; wg)_
share (fx; g(a; y); z g);
2. application of rule (S3) to share (fx; g(a; y); z g) yields
false _ ground (x) _ :share (fx; yg) _ :share (fy; z g) _ :share (fz; wg)_
share (fx; a; z g) _ share (fx; y; z g);
3. application of rule (S3) to share (fx; a; z g) yields
false _ ground (x) _ :share (fx; yg) _ :share (fy; z g) _ :share (fz; wg)_
false _ share (fx; y; z g);
which is in at form.
4. Application of rule (G5) yields
ground (x) _ :share (fx; yg) _ :share (fy; z g) _ :share (fz; wg) _ false _
share (fx; y; z g) _ false ;
5. application of rule (G6) yields
ground (x) _ :share (fx; yg) _ :share (fy; z g) _ :share (fz; wg) _ false _
share (fx; y; z g);
6. application of rule (G5) yields
share (fx; y; z g)_ground (x)_:share (fx; yg)_:share (fy; z g)_:share (fz; wg)
_false ;
7. application of rule (G6) yields
share (fx; y; z g)_ground (x)_:share (fx; yg)_:share (fy; z g)_:share (fz; wg);
8. application of rule (C6) to ground (x) _ :share (fx; yg) yields
share(fx; y; z g) _ :share(fx; yg) _ :share(fy; z g) _ :share(fz; wg);
which is in normal form.

4.2 Decidability Procedure
The previous results are used to de ne the following decidability procedure.

De nition 9. (Truth Procedure) The truth procedure TP reduces an assertion  as follows. First the at form 1 of  is computed by means of Lemma
6. Next 1 is transformed (using standard methods) into a conjunctive normal
form 2 = 1 ^ : : : ^ n , where every i is a disjunction of literals. Finally every
i is reduced to normal form by means of Lemma 8 and rule (G7) is applied to
the resulting conjunction as many times as possible.
2

Thus  is reduced by TP to a conjunction of assertions in normal form. We
prove now that TP is correct and terminating. Let TP () denote the outcome
of TP applied to .
Theorem10. TP is a terminating procedure and TP () is equal to true if and
only if  is equivalent to true.
To prove the above statement it is necessary to assume that Fun contains a
functor of rank 0 (i.e., a constant) and one of rank 2. If it is not the case, then
we add such functors to the language. Moreover some preliminary results are
necessary. First, an algorithm called Prod is de ned: given as input an assertion
in normal form which is neither equal to true nor to false , Prod produces
a substitution  such that  62 [ ] . This  is computed in a number of steps.
After each step, the intermediate result (still called ) is applied to the resulting
formula, called A( ). Thus, two variables are used: a variable  which contains
the part of the substitution actually computed and a variable A( ), which contains the assertion obtained from applying . Moreover in the algorithm we
need to know which of the variables of A( ) stem from the application of the
computed . For instance, suppose = share(fx; yg) and  = fx=f (z )g: then
A( ) = share(ff (z ); yg) and z is a variable which stems from the application
of . Then to recognize these variables we assume that they are chosen from
the set IV ar = V ar n Var (). Variables of IV ar are denoted by capital letters
U; V; : : :. In the remainder of this section, the variables of IV ar occurring in a
syntactic object o are called image variables, denoted by Ivar (o), while the other
variables occurring in o are called simply variables, denoted by Var (o). Finally
some other variables are used in the algorithm: for every literal L in of the
form :share(S ) for some S , a variable imL is introduced which either is equal
to a image variable or is unde ned. The role of these variables will be explained
afterwards. Initially imL is unde ned, and once imL is set to a particular image
variable, it will never change. For a image variable U the notation U = imL
means that imL is de ned and that U is equal to (the value of) imL .
The algorithm Prod is now de ned as follows. Let g be a functor of rank
2 and let a be a constant. Let g1 (t) denote the term g(t; t) and for n  2 let
gn (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) denote the term g(t1 ; g(t2 ; : : : ; g(tn?1 ; tn ) : : :)).
Initially A( ) is set to and  is set to , the empty substitution. The
algorithm consists of the following sequence of three steps.
1 For every variable x occurring in , perform the following sequence of actions:
1.1 If the antecedent of (a) holds then set  to  [ fx=ag;
1.2 If the antecedent of (b) holds then set  to  [ fx=g1(U )g, where U is
a fresh image variable (i.e. an image variable not yet used);
1.3 If the antecedent of (c) holds then set  to  [ fx=U g, where:
1.3.1 if a literal L of the form :share(S [ fxg) occurs in then either
U = imL or, if imL is unde ned, U is chosen to be a fresh image
variable and imL is set to U ;
1.3.2 otherwise (i.e., if no literal of the form :share(S [ fxg) occurs in
) U is a fresh image variable;

1.4 set A( ) to A( ).
2 For every variable x occurring in A( ), perform the following sequence of
actions:
2.1 If L ; : : : ; Lm are all the disjuncts of A( ) of the form :share(S [
fxg), with m  1, then set  to [ fx=gm (V ; : : : ; Vm )g, where V ; : : : ; Vm
1

1

3

1

are distinct image variables such that: either Vi = imLi or, if imLi is
unde ned, Vi is chosen to be a fresh image variable and imLi is set to
Vi .
2.2 Set A( ) to A( ).
For every variable x occurring in A( ) set  to  [fx=ag. Set A( ) to A( ).

2

Some explanation of the steps of the algorithm is needed: as already said,
the aim of Prod, when applied to an assertion in normal form which is not
a propositional constant, is to produce a substitution  which is not in the
semantics [ ] of . Such substitution is built incrementally, by binding each
variable of to a suitable term. The rst three subcases of step 1 are mutually
exclusive, and correspond to the rst three cases in the de nition of normal form.
Thus after step 1 is executed, literals of the form :ground (x), ground (x), and
:var (x) become false. Moreover the variables which are not yet bound by 
occur either in literals of the form :share(S ), or of the form share(S ) or of the
form var (x). Step 2 of Prod takes care of all the literals of the form :share(S ):
the variables of S are mapped by the substitution to terms having exactly one
image variable in common. Finally step 3 of Prod takes care of all the literals of
the form var (x) or share (S ) which contain some variable.
To avoid that in step 2 the variables of some literal of the form share(S 0 )
become bound to terms having some common image variable, it is sucient (as
will be proven in Lemma 14) that the image variables which are shared by the
terms of distinct literals of the form :share (S ), be distinct. This is obtained by
means of the variables imL, which x once for all the image variable which will
be shared eventually by all the terms of L.
We illustrate now the application of Prod with an example.
Example 2. Let be the formula obtained in Example 1:
share (fx; y; z g) _ :share (fx; yg) _ :share (fy; z g) _ :share (fz; wg):

Since is in normal form, we can apply Prod. Let L1 denote :share(fx; yg),
let L2 denote :share (fy; z g) and let L3 denote :share (fz; wg). The values of
the variables of Prod corresponding to one possible execution are given below,
where only the initial and the nal value of A( ) are shown:
1. Initialization:
A( ) = ,  = , imLi unde ned for i 2 [1; 3];
2. Step 2, suppose Prod has chosen the variable y:
 = fy=g(V1; V2 )g, imL1 = V1 , imL2 = V2 , imL3 unde ned;

3. Step 2, suppose Prod has chosen the variable x:
 = fy=g(V1; V2 ); x=g(V1 ; V1 )g, imL1 = V1 , imL2 = V2 , imL3 unde ned;
4. Step 2, suppose Prod has chosen the variable z :
 = fy=g(V1; V2 ); x=g(V1 ; V1 ); z=g(V2; V3 )g,
imL1 = V1 , imL2 = V2 , imL3 = V3 ;
5. Step 2, suppose Prod has chosen the variable w:
 = fy=g(V1; V2 ); x=g(V1 ; V1 ); z=g(V2; V3 ); w=g(V3 ; V3 )g,
imL1 = V1 , imL2 = V2 , imL3 = V3 ;
6. stop (all the variables of have been considered):
A( ) = :share (fg(V1 ; V1 ); g(V1 ; V2 )g) _ :share (fg(V1 ; V2 ); g(V2 ; V3 )g) _
share (fg(V1 ; V1 ); g(V1 ; V2 ); g(V2 ; V3 )g) _ :share (fg(V2 ; V3 ); g(V3 ; V3 )g):
Notice that Prod terminates because the number of variables occurring in a
formula is nite. Moreover  is well-de ned because the rst three cases of
step 1 are mutually exclusive and variables of type imL are distinct, as Lemma
11 will show. To show that Prod is correct (i.e., that if Prod is applied to then
the produced substitution  is not in [ ] ), we need some preliminary results.
The following lemma states a crucial property of the variables of type imL.

Lemma11. Let imL and imL be two distinct variables of Prod. If imL and
0

imL are de ned then they are equal to two distinct image variables.
0

Proof. Notice that imL is initially unde ned and it becomes de ned only when
it is bound by Prod to a fresh image variable.
2
In the following lemma a property is proven to be invariant under the execution of Prod. Notice that  is considered as a variable of the algorithm and that
at every step of the algorithm, A( ) is equal to , for a suitable value of .
Therefore in the following a literal of A( ) is sometimes denoted by L, where
L is the corresponding literal of and  is the actual value of the computed
substitution.

Lemma12. If x 2 dom () and x occurs in m disjuncts of
:share (S ), for some m  1, then

of the form



if m = 1 and the antecedent of (c) holds,
1
x = gimL(im
)
if
;
:
:
:
;
im
Lm m  1 and the antecedent of (c) does not hold,
m L1
where L1, : : :, Lm are all the disjuncts of of the form :share (S ) such that
x 2 S.

Proof. Initially Prod satis es trivially the property because  = . Step 1
preserves the property: for every variable x considered in that step, if the rst
or second subcase was applied then x does not occur in disjuncts of the form
:share (S ); if the third subcase was applied then if imL was unde ned then x
is bound to one fresh image variable and imL is set to that image variable;
otherwise (i.e., imL de ned) x is bound to imL. Step 2 preserves the property

because, for every variable x considered in that step, x is bound to a term t such
that: if m  1 then t is gm (V1 ; : : : ; Vm ), where for i 2 [1; m] if imLi was de ned
then Vi is equal to imLi , otherwise Vi is a fresh image variable and imLi is set
to Vi . Finally step 3 preserves the property because the variables considered do
not occur in disjuncts of the form :share(S ).
2

Lemma13. If S  dom () is such that
1. S 6 S 0 , for every disjunct of of the form :share (S 0 );
2. for every x in S there exists a disjunct of of the form :share (S 0 ) such that
x 2 S0.
T
Then x2S Ivar (x) = ;.
Proof. From the hypothesis it follows that S contains at least two elements, i.e.,
S = fx ; : : : ; xn g, n  2. Then by Lemma 12 we have that for i 2 [1; n]
1

(

im xi
if m = 1 and the antecedent of (c) holds,
xi  = gmL(1im xi ; : : : ; im xi ) if mii  1 and the antecedent of (c) does not hold,
i
L1
Lmi

where Lx1 i , : : :, Lxmii are all the disjuncts of of the form :share (S 0 ) such that
xTi 2 S 0 . By 2 we have that mi  1 for i 2 [1; n]. Suppose by absurd that
x2S Ivar (x ) is not empty. Then there exist j1 ; : : : ; jn such that for i 2 [1; n]:
1  ji  mi and imLxj11 = imLxj22 = : : : = imLxjnn . Then by Lemma 11 it
follows that Lj1 ; Lj2 ; : : : ; Ljn are all the same literal, say L and x1 ; : : : ; xn are
all contained in L. This contradicts 1.
2

Lemma14.
Let share(S ) be a disjunct of . Suppose that Var (A( )) = ;. Then
T
Ivar
(
x
) = ;.
x2S
Proof. From Var (A( )) = ; it follows that S  dom (). If for some x 2 S , x

is obtained from step 1.2 or from step 3 of Prod then it is a term containing only
one fresh variable or it is a constant. Then the result follows immediate (recall
that jS j  2, by assumption). Otherwise every x in S occurs in a disjunct of of
the form :share (S 0 ). Moreover since is in normal form then S 6 S 0 for every
0
disjunct
T of of the form :share (S ). Then 1 and 2 of Lemma 13 are satis ed.
Thus x2S Ivar (x) = ;.
2

Lemma15. If L, with relation symbol var or ground, is a disjunct of A( ) such
that Var (L) = ; then L is equivalent to false.

Proof. Initially A( ) satis es the property because is in at form, hence the
argument of an unary atom is a variable. The application of step 1 transforms
all literals of the form :ground (x) ( rst subcase) or ground (x) (second subcase)
or :var (x) (third subcase) into an assertion equivalent to false . Finally step 2
and step 3 transform all atoms of the form var (x) into an assertion equivalent
to false .
2

Theorem16. Let be an assertion in normal form. Suppose that is not a

propositional constant. Then the algorithm Prod applied to produces a substitution  which does not belong to [ ] .

Proof. Prod terminates when all the variables of have been considered, hence

Var (A( )) becomes empty. Then the result follows by Lemma 12, Lemma 14
and Lemma 15.
2

Proof of Theorem 10

By Lemma 6, Lemma 8 and the fact that (G7) can be applied only a nite
number of times, it follows that TP terminates. Suppose that TP () = true .
Then  true follows from Lemma 6, Lemma 8 and Theorem 4.
We prove the converse by contraposition. Suppose that TP () is not equal
to true . Then TP () is a conjunction of assertions in normal form, none of them
equal to true , since rule (G7) has been applied. If one conjunct of TP () is
equal to the propositional constant false then  is equivalent to false . Otherwise
consider a conjunct of TP (). Let  be the substitution produced by applying
the algorithm Prod to . Then by Theorem 16 it follows that  does not belong
to [ ] . Hence  is not true.
2

5 Application
We illustrate how the truth procedure TP can be applied to mechanize some
parts of the reasoning when proving the partial correctness of a logic program.
Partial correctness will here be described in terms of properties of substitutions
that are the intermediate results of the computations of a logic program, starting
with a certain class of goals, by associating an assertion to each program point
before or after an atom in the body of a clause. The class of goals considered is
described by means of a goal and an assertion, called precondition, which speci es
the possible values of the variables of the goal. Then every clause h b1 : : : bn
of the program is annotated with assertions h I0 b1 I1 : : : bn In , one assertion
for every program point. An assertion associated with a program point is said
to be a global invariant for the class of goals considered, if it holds every time
a computation (of a goal of the considered class) reaches the correspondent
program point. If the Ii 's are shown to be global invariants for the class of goals
considered, then the annotated program is said to be partially correct (with
respect to the class of goals considered and with respect to these assertions).
For instance, consider the following (fragment of the) annotated Prolog program
contained:

c1 :
c2 :

c1
contained(empty,y)
0 .
contained(node(xl,x,xr ),y)
c2 member(x,y) c2 contained(xl,y)
0
1

I

I2c2 contained(xr,y) I3c2 .
This program de nes the binary relation contained, such that contained(t,l)
holds if t is a binary tree whose nodes are contained in the list l. The program is
I

I

used in [JL89] to illustrate the relevance of having information about aliasing of
program variables at compile time. In particular, it is argued that the recursive
calls in c2 may be executed in parallel if every time one of them is called, y is
ground and xl and xr do not share. As an example, we show that contained
satis es this condition when the following class of goals is considered: g =
g
contained(x,y) with precondition I0 = var (x)^ground (y ). In this example, the
program computes all the trees whose nodes are contained in the list described
by the ground term y. To this end, we prove that contained is partially correct
with respect to this class of goals and with respect to the following assertions
associated with the corresponding program points.
I0c1 = true ,
I0c2 = var (xl ; xr ) ^ :share (fxl ; xr g) ^ ground (y),
I1c2 = I0c2 ,
I2c2 = var (xr ) ^ :share (fxl ; xr g) ^ ground (y),
I3c2 = :share (fxl ; xr g) ^ ground (y),
where, for a relation symbol p which is equal to ground or var , p(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) is
used as shorthand for p(x1 ) ^ : : : ^ p(xn ).
To prove the partial correctness of contained, we apply an inductive method
informally illustrated as follows: let a be either (the atom of) g or an atom of the
body of some clause of contained. Let I1 and I2 be the two assertions associated
with the program points before and after a, respectively (in case a is the atom of
g, assume that I1g = true is the assertion associated with the point after g). Let
I1t denote an assertion obtained from I1 as follows: for all the variables x1 ; : : : ; xk
which could share with some variable occurring in a, replace x1 ; : : : ; xk with the
fresh variables z1 ; : : : ; zk , and set the sequence (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) to be equal to an
instance of (z1 ; : : : ; zk ). Consider a variant ci0 : h0 I0ci b1 I1ci : : : bn Inci of a
(annotated) clause ci of the program, i 2 [1; 2], such that ci0 has no variables in
common with I1t a I2 .
0

0

0

1. For an arbitrary substitution in the semantics of I1 consider the following
conditions: a) ci0 is a variant of ci0 having no variable in common with
(I1 a I2 ) ; b) a and h0 are uni able. If a) and b) are satis ed then show
that is in the semantics of I0ci , where is a xed most general uni er of
a and h0 .
2. For an arbitrary substitution  in the semantics of the rightmost assertion
Inci of ci0 , consider the following conditions: a)  is in the semantics of I1t ;
b) for every variable x occurring in I1t but not in fx1 ; : : : ; xk g, x and ci0 
have no variables in common; c) h0  and a are equal. If a), b) and c) are
satis ed then show that  is in the semantics of I2 .
0

0

Step 1 corresponds to showing that when an atom calls a clause then the leftmost
assertion of the clause is satis ed. Step 2 corresponds to showing that when the
execution of a clause is terminated, then the assertion after the atom that has
called the clause is satis ed. The variables z1 ; : : : ; zk of I1t represent the values of
x1 ; : : : ; xk before ci0 is called. The call of ci0 can a ect the values of x1 ; : : : ; xk ,

which become instances of z1 ; : : : ; zk . Notice that this is the only information
about x1 ; : : : ; xk given by I1t . Moreover, I1t together with condition b) of step
2 are used to retrieve information about those variables occurring in I1 which
do not share with any variable occurring in a. Finally, the equality in condition
c) of step 2 is used to retrieve information about the variables occurring in a.
Notice that the Prolog selection rule, which selects atoms in the body of a clause
from left to right, is assumed.
To describe step 1 syntactically, i.e., without referring to substitutions and
most general uni ers, one can view the uni cation of a and h0 as a function
spa;h which maps a set of substitutions (the 's) into a set of substitutions (the
's obtained by composing with ). This has been done in [CM92], where a
set of substitutions is expressed by means of an assertion and the uni cation of
two atoms is described by means of a predicate transformer.
To describe step 2 syntactically, we de ne I1t as follows:
0

;:::;xk ;
I1t def
= inst((x1 ; : : : ; xk ); (z1 ; : : : ; zk )) ^ I1 xz11;:::;z
k
where (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) denotes the sequence of elements of the set Var (I1 aI2 ) n Y ,

with

Y = fy j I1 ) :share (y; x); for all x occurring in ag;
and (z1 ; : : : ; zk ) is a variant of (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) consisting of fresh variables. Moreover,
;:::;xk denotes the assertion obtained from  by replacing every occurrence of
zx11;:::;z
k
xi with zi , for i 2 [1; k].
The semantics of the new assertions r = s and inst(r; s) is de ned as follows:
[ r = s] = f j r = s g,
[ inst(r; s)]] = f j r = s for some g.
Using the function spa;h and the above de nition of I1t , one can formalize steps 1
0

and 2 by means of the following implications, which are based on the assertional
method of Colussi and Marchiori [CM91] (see also [AM94]).
CALL
spa;h (I1 ^ var (ci0 ) ^ :share (ci0 ; I1 aI2 [ ci0 )) ) I0ci ;
(Inci ^ I1t ^ :share (Y [ fz1; : : : ; zk g; ci0) ^ a = h0 ) ) I2 ;
EXIT
t
where Y , z1 ; : : : ; zk and I1 are de ned as above.
The assertion var (ci0 ) ^ :share (ci0 ; I1 aI2 [ ci0) used in CALL expresses the fact
that when ci0 is called, it is renamed apart. Notice that we have used here
share (o1 ; o2 ) as shorthand for
0

0

0

_

x2Var (o1 );y2(Var (o2 )nfxg)

share (fx; yg);

for some syntactic
V objects o1 , o2 . Moreover, the notation var (o1 ) is used as
shorthand for x2Var (o1 ) var (x).
So the proof that contained is partially correct reduces to the veri cation
of a number of implications. The truth procedure TP can be used to mechanize

some of these tests. For instance, consider I1c2 contained(xl,y) I2c2 and the
variant c20 of c2 obtained replacing x with x0 , for every variable x occurring in
the atoms or in the assertions of c2. The following two implications are obtained:

(a) xl = node(x0l ; x0; x0r ) ^ y = y0 ^ var (x0 ; x0l ; x0r ; xr ) ^ ground (y)^
:share (fx0l ; x0r g) ^ :share (xr ; fx0l ; x0r ; x0 g) )
var (x0l ; x0r ) ^ :share (fx0l ; x0r g) ^ ground (y0 );
(b) :share (fx0r ; x0l g) ^ ground (y0 ) ^ inst(xl ; z) ^ var (z; xr ) ^ :share(fz; xr g)^
ground (y) ^ :share (fxr ; y; z g; fx0l; x0r ; x0 ; y0 g)^
xl = node(x0l ; x0 ; x0r ) ^ y = y0 )
var (xr ) ^ :share (fxl ; xr g) ^ ground (y).
These implications contain the relation symbols = and inst which are not in the
assertion language A of our logic (see De nition 1). Then (a) and (b) can be
transformed in assertions of A as follows:
(i) replace every assertion of the form inst(s; t) by the following conjunction:
(ground (t) ) ground (s)) ^ (var (s) ) var (t));
(ii) replace every equality s = t by the following conjunction:
(ground (s) , ground (t)) ^ (var (s) , var (t)) ^ (:ground (s) ) share (s; t)):
Notice that the transformations (i) and (ii) are sound, in the sense that the
information about groundness and sharing given by the transformed assertion
holds also for the original one. To show this formally, let A0 be the smallest set
A of formulas containing A, containing the atoms s = t and inst(s; t) for all
terms s, t in Term, and with the property that if  and are in A then both
^  and _  are in A. Then the following result holds.

Lemma17. Let  be an assertion in A0 . Let ap() be the assertion of A obtained
applying the transformations speci ed by (i) and (ii). For every assertion of
A if ap() ) is true then  ) is true.
Proof.  ) ap() is true in A0.
2

Now, apply the transformation to the assertions (a) and (b) and apply the truth
procedure TP to the resulting assertions (after having eliminated all the \)"
symbols using the equivalence  ) = : _ ). The outcome is true , as
expected. Then from Lemma 17, implications (a) and (b) are true.

6 Conclusion
In this paper a logic has been introduced, which allows to model some relevant
properties used in static analysis of logic programs, namely var, ground and
share. Soundness, completeness and decidability of this logic have been proven.
It has been illustrated how the truth procedure TP introduced to prove the

decidability of the logic can be applied to mechanize some parts of the reasoning
when proving the partial correctness of a logic program.
Another possible area of application of the results of this paper we intend to
investigate is abstract interpretation. Our logic could be used as abstract domain
in an abstract interpretation framework for the study of aliasing in logic programs. This framework could be de ned as follows: the logic is used as abstract
domain and the axiomatization of the uni cation as predicate transformer sp,
given in [CM92], is used to model uni cation. Since the assertion obtained by
applying sp is not in general in the assertion language of the logic, one would
have to provide a suitable approximation of the result. Alternatively, the logic
can be used as abstract domain to approximate a suitable semantics for logic
programs, as the one given in [CMM94]: since this semantics is based on a predicate transformer, an abstract interpretation framework can be de ned, based
on the theory given in [CC79]. We have the impression that the two approaches
sketched above would provide information about aliasing and groundness with
a high degree of accuracy; however they would be rather expensive, thus penalizing the eciency of the resulting analysis.
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